
Do people often ask about your songwriting process?

They do. You know, they say, “Do you write about people? Do you write about love affairs? Do you write
about what’s happening now? Do you write about what happened to you a long time ago in the past? How do
you summon those memories up?” I always say to them, as a writer you don’t have any one way. You write
about what inspires you right now. If what inspires you right now is that song “Missing You” by John Waite
because you just happened to hear it on the radio, then so be it. That was my song back when I was with
Joe Walsh and whenever it comes on I just have to sit down. My mind races back to that time in my life and
if I let myself I could run right to the piano and write another song. I don’t always let myself do that
anymore, but that’s what it inspires.

I can be sitting in a parking lot waiting for my assistant to come to the car and I see a couple walk by
and I can see their fingers gently touch and see him open the door for her and look at her and her look at
him and for a moment they just stand still in time… and then I can go home and write a song about them. Or
I can see a movie—say, it’s a movie with Michael Fassbender called The Light Between Oceans—and I can’t
get this movie out of my head. The tragedy of this movie is so intense and so beautiful you can hardly
stand it and you go home and think about it for days afterwards. It’s everything I can do to not just say
“Stop everything I have to go and write a song about this movie because I need to write a song about this
fictional relationship that I can’t stop thinking about.”

When people ask me about songwriting, that’s what I tell them. Pay attention to your feelings. It can be
anything. Everything. And yes, I can write a really super romantic song today even though I’m not really
in a relationship nor have I been in one for a long time. I can take ideas right out of the air, but I
have to be really inspired. It has to be something truly inspiring that pushes me to go and write a poem,
and then that poem is something that, when I have the time, I will take to the piano. That has always been
my process since I was 15 years old.

You’ve spoken about the connection between poetry and songwriting. Is writing poems and songs your way of
making sense of the world?

It is. It’s the way that works for me. You know, if you’re gonna write a novel or make a movie about the
state of the world, it’s going to be this really long, epic thing. But if you’re writing a poem it can
simply be a page—or it can be two or three little verses. Poetry allows you to write a whole story in a
very small amount of words and get your point across. I’ve never actually written a long story and I
wouldn’t even begin to know how to do that, but poems and songs let me talk about these things in a form I
can manage.

It’s like when I think about the Twilight saga, those long books. I’m going, “How in the world did that
woman write this? How did she come up with all of those characters and the different generations and
backstories?” I could never do that. Instead, I’m like, “How about I just write a song about it?” So I
did. I wrote a song called “Moonlight” about those books, which I loved. I put my whole heart into Bella
and Edward’s story into one small song.

I think that poets and songwriters have a lot in common because a songwriter really has to be a poet
first. That’s how we live our lives. It’s the same kind of thinking. Unlike people who write fiction or
make movies, we put our stories into these small little containers filled with mostly short lines and
verses. This is how we talk about the way we feel and talk about things and explain the world and
ourselves. So, yes….whatever it was you asked me, my answer is yes.

I love that you are such a romantic. It seems as though a lot of people who have been in the entertainment
industry for a long time eventually lose that, they become jaded or bitter—which doesn’t generally make
for good art.
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It’s very sad, once you stop being a romantic, you can no longer be a poet. If you are, you’re a lousy
poet and nobody’s going to want to read your poems because they’re just jaded and miserable. If you can’t
write something that’s going to inspire people they’re not going to read it. They’re going to look at your
work and then they’re going to say, “This person is done. That career is over.”

To inspire people, to make people feel things—that’s why we do this. Maybe you want to make people sob the
way we were sobbing the other night at the movies—me and two friends, all of us sobbing so hard we can’t
even look at each other—that’s actually a really beautiful thing. If you can’t do that or if you can’t
make somebody laugh and remember the first time they ever fell in love, then you should just stop. You
should not destroy your former career by trying to keep things going if you don’t have it anymore and the
work isn’t coming from the right place. You should just count your money and make investments in real
estate and be done. That’s it. You should just go to do something else.

So many young artists celebrate you as an influence and an inspiration. I can’t help but think of Tavi
Gevinson’s 2012 Ted Talk in which her final word of advice to young women is simply, “Just be Stevie
Nicks.”

I have to tell you, I remember watching it and I’m thinking, “Well I love this. I love watching this but
I’m still not exactly sure why they sent this to me.” Then she gets to the very end and I’m thinking this
little girl is getting ready to drop a magical bomb here. She’s been working towards something and I can
see it in her face. All the sudden she goes, “Oh and one more thing. Just be Stevie Nicks.” I almost fell
off my chair.

Stepping outside the confines of Fleetwood Mac, Stevie Nicks released her first solo album, Bella Donna,
in 1981. The album, which is getting a deluxe reissue later this year, would eventually go on to sell over
six million copies. “After the Glitter Fades” remains one of the album’s most beloved tracks—an early
treatise on the highs and lows of suddenly becoming very famous.

“Stand Back” is not only one of Nicks’ biggest hits (with an iconic synthesizer line courtesy of Prince),
it’s one of the most-watched music videos of the early 1980’s—a confluence of wind machines and ballet-
inspired choreography that famously featured Nicks strutting on top of a neon-lit treadmill. This,
however, was not Nicks’ original vision for the video. The now-infamous “Scarlett” version—which was
mercifully scrapped—shows a terrified Nicks riding a runaway horse and cavorting with Civil War soldiers.
(Best watched along with Nicks’ color commentary.)

The title track from Nicks’ 1982 sophomore album, The Wild Heart, has become a fan favorite in recent
years due in large part to this viral video, which captures Nicks singing the song backstage in 1981 while
getting her makeup done. Referring to it as “My favorite YouTube video of all-time,” Bon Iver sampled the
clip on 2016’s 22, A Million.

Though Fleetwood Mac fans largely considered it both weird and unwieldy as a follow up to the gazillion-
selling Rumours, 1979’s Tusk has taken on a kind of mythical status since its original release. Not only
did the album further cement Nicks’ status as a songwriting force within the group, it also furthered her
image as a kind of mystical goddess from another dimension, as is evidenced by this clip of the band
performing “Sister of the Moon” on the Tusk tour.

Stevie Nicks is one of the rare artists whose body of work and visual aesthetic seem to constantly
engender new generations of hyper-devoted fans. For the past 26 years this devotion has manifested in the
form of Night of A Thousand Stevies—a annual party in which hundreds of people gather to celebrate all
things Stevie-related, which means it’s an explosion of tambourines, lace shawls, crystal visions and
white-winged doves.

I knew something was coming but I didn’t know it was going to have something to do with me. When she said
that I was like, “I knew I loved this girl.” [laughs] I immediately got in touch with her. I sent her one
of my gold moons and wrote her a long handwritten letter. We have really been very good friends ever
since. I buy her golden platforms whenever I’m in Paris. I go and see her in her Broadway plays. I just
went and saw her in The Crucible which just about put me in my grave since it’s a really miserable, dark
story. When we first became friends she sent me a little thing of her playing guitar and singing
“Landslide”—and doing quite a good job of it, I have to say. I always thought, “This little girl knows no
bounds. She is going to take over the world.” So yes, it’s amazing to have inspired other people, even
when you didn’t know that’s what you were doing. It makes you want to keep going. It’s hard to know what
else to say except that it’s incredibly flattering and amazing to know that something you’ve made has
touched someone or encouraged someone… or that you’ve set an example somehow just by, you know, surviving
and doing your best.

You recently wrapped up a nearly three-year long tour with Fleetwood Mac and now you’re about to head out
on a solo tour. Even having done this many times, do you still get the same kind of creative rush in
preparing for a tour?

Oh, absolutely. It’s not just the music, you’re also starting to think about boots and clothes and all the
fun feminine crazy performer, entertainer stuff that’s going along with it. You’re sitting around with
people trying to figure out, which of those 30 songs you rehearsed are actually going to make it to the
final set. It is exciting. We don’t have a whole lot of time to prepare. My solo tours are a little
looser. Fleetwood Mac rehearses for eight weeks solid, every day. It’s a big rehearsal thing, and with my
solo band we don’t rehearse that long, because we’re a smaller thing. We just go. It’s coming at me like a
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speeding train right now. That makes me a little uncomfortable because I always get the deer in the
headlights thing like, “Oh my god. It’s starting the day after tomorrow!” but that’s also a good thing.
The faster it moves like that the more exciting it is because you have no choice but to get on the horse.
Sometimes I think that’s why I’ve been able to have such a long career. I basically stayed on the horse.
[laughs] What else am I gonna do?
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Stevie Nicks

Singer, Songwriter, Sister of the Moon

A true rock and roll icon, Stevie Nicks has been writing and recording songs since she was fifteen years
old. As a member of Fleetwood Mac and as a solo artist, she has sold over 140 million records. This fall
she will embark on a solo tour that will draw from material spanning her entire four-decade career. In
addition to rehearsing for her tour, Nicks also recently adopted a new puppy: “She’s a pink Chinese
crested. I’m not kidding you. She is the same color as my pink La Perla shawl. She is the cutest thing
you’ve ever seen.”
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